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CONTACT PHONE NUMBERS
Stuart Walton
General Manger

9389 1555

0419 970 004

Estelle Bradley
Admin Operations Manager

9423 5507

0433 464 826

Travis Burtenshaw
Boating Operations Manager

9423 5504

0488 058 207

Clem Rogers
Harbour Master Fremantle

9430 4590

0418 947 285

FIRE / POLICE / AMBULANCE

000

Police

131 444

Water Police

9442 8600

Fire & Emergency Services

9381 1222

Baileys Marine Fuel

9335 7822

Swan River Trust

0419 192 845

Synergy

13 13 51

Alinta Gas

13 13 52

Water Corporation

9420 2420

Fremantle Volunteer Sea Rescue

9335 1332
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0418 916 713
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FIRE IN CLUBHOUSE
1.

If it is safe to do so attempt to extinguish small fires using
appropriate fire extinguishers. See map for location of
firefighting equipment.

2.

Alert Chief Warden/GM/BOM/AOM who will contact Fire
Department on 000

3.

The Chief Warden/GM/BOM/AOM may give instructions to
evacuate. Follow the standard evacuation plan.

4.

Alert patrons of Club using the emergency broadcast system
located in the back of house area behind the bar in the
Wardroom on the First Floor.

5.

Do not use lifts.

6.

Manually lock open gates for emergency access and post staff
member at gate to direct emergency services.

7.

Complete and file incident report located at the back of this
folder.
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FIRE IN BOATYARD OR CARPARK
1.

If it is safe to do so attempt to extinguish small fires using
appropriate fire extinguishers.

2.

Alert the GM/BOM/AOM of the location of the fire who will
contact Fire Department on 000.

3.

Identify risk of any electrical, fuel, gas or Hazchem in the area
and minimise risk of exposure to fire.

4.

Evacuate the immediate area, to the nearest muster point.

5.

If instructed to do so by the GM/BOM/AOM move any vessel/s
and car/s from the vicinity of the fire to limit damage.

6.

Manually lock open gates for emergency access and post staff
member at gate to direct emergency services.

7.

The GM/BOM/AOM IS to ascertain the extent of the damage,
remove debris/foam etc from area and ensure all spills have
been contained and removed. Implement a Clean-up plan and
Strategy to make good.

8.

Complete and file incident report located at back of this
folder.
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FIRE ON VESSEL IN MARINA
1.

If it is safe to do so attempt to extinguish small fires using
appropriate fire extinguishers.

2.

Alert the GM/BOM/AOM of the location of the fire who will
contact Fire Department on 000.

3.

Co-ordinate evacuation of all persons to safety including any
persons cut off on jetties with no access to shore. Send boats
to collect.

4.

Manually lock open gates for emergency access and post staff
member at gate to direct emergency services.

5.

Isolate power to the jetty, switch located at the beginning of
each jetty.

6.

Assess wind direction and speed to determine if portable fire
pump should be deployed by boat to assist in containment of
fire.

7.

If safe to do so; connect hoses to hydrants to fight fire and/or
minimise risk to other boats and infrastructure.

8.

If safe to do so; tow neighbouring vessels away from fire

9.

Remember that the safety of people is paramount.

10. Handover to Fire Service on arrival.
11. The GM/BOM/AOM IS to ascertain the extent of the damage,
remove debris/foam etc from area and ensure all spills have
been contained and removed. Implement a Clean-up plan and
Strategy to make good.
12. Contact the Swan River Trust if a spill has occurred.
13. Complete and file incident report located at back of this
folder.
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FUEL AND CHEMICAL SPILL IN YARD
1.

Contact GM/BOM/AOM

2.

Ascertain type and source of spill ie: diesel, petrol oil or other

3.

The GM/BOM/AOM may advise to evacuate; if this order is
given follow the standard evacuation plan.

4.

If spill is petrol or similar explosive material, clear area of
unnecessary persons. Turn off electrical power to the area and
avoid all flames and sparks.

5.

Control and contain the cause of the spill. CONTAINMENT IS
KEY.

6.

Turn off bilge pump on boat if necessary

7.

Deploy equipment from marine spill kits located in Hardstand
Yard, Etchell Yard and Fuel Jetty. Fit booms to block drains
and oil pads around the spill to contain and prevent material
entering storm water drains.

8.

Cover spill with absorbent mats contained in spill kits

9.

The GM/BOM/AOM will notify the Swan River Trust

10. Monitor until situation is resolved
11. GM/BOM/AOM will ascertain the extent of the damage and
implement a Clean-up Plan and Strategy to make good.
12. Complete and file incident report located at the back of this
folder.
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FUEL AND CHEMICAL SPILL IN WATER
1.

Contact GM/BOM/AOM

2.

Ascertain type and source of spill ie: diesel, petrol oil or other

3.

The GM/BOM/AOM may advise to evacuate; if this order is
given follow the standard evacuation plan.

4.

If spill is petrol or similar explosive material, clear area of
unnecessary persons. Turn off electrical power to the area and
avoid all flames and sparks. Isolation switches are located at
the start of each jetty.

5.

Control and contain the cause of the spill. CONTAINMENT IS
KEY.

6.

If the spill is at the fuelling jetty, turn off fuel pumps by
pressing the RED EMERGENCY STOP BUTTON located on the
fuel jetty

7.

Isolate fuel valve at head of B jetty

8.

If spill is originating from a boat, turn off bilge pump on that
boat

9.

Deploy equipment from marine spill kits located on Fuel Jetty
and in Etchell Yard. Fit booms around the entire spill using
Club boats if necessary

10. The GM/BOM/AOM will notify the Swan River Trust
11. Monitor until situation is resolved
12. GM/BOM/AOM will ascertain the extent of the damage and
implement a Clean-up Plan and Strategy to make good.
13. Complete and file incident report located at the back of this
folder.
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GAS LEAK
1.

Isolate gas leak. If in F&B Kitchen press the emergency gas
shut off button

2.

The GM/BOM/AOM may advise to evacuate; if this order is
given follow the standard evacuation plan.

3.

Complete and file incident report located at the back of this
folder.
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